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World Wisdom Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Eye of the Heart: Metaphysics, Cosmology, Spiritual Life, Frithjof Schuon, On the one hand Schuon is relentlessly discerning in his critique of modern errors such as existentialism rationalism and the so-called realism that labels as abstractions all principal realities. On the other one will be struck with the author's gift for evoking a profound recollection of the sacredness of creation and the message of beauty in manifestation. At the core of this wisdom is the Platonic adage Beauty is the splendour of the True which expresses the primordial intimate and inalienable relationship between the Real and the Beautiful. The essays collected here cover a wide range of subjects including the fundamental principles of spiritual symbolism questions on the afterlife and many invaluable insights concerning the integration of everyday activities into spiritual life. Many today are seeking within traditional wisdom for a holistic viewpoint that can refute the systematic ugliness of the modern world. Known for his intellectual universality Schuon is unequalled among living writers in elucidating the spiritual intention of traditional doctrines forms and practices while at the same time defending the need for the religious framework that safeguards their...

Reviews

This publication is very gripping and intriguing. It is among the most awesome book we have go through. You can expect to like how the author compose this book.
-- Dr. Malika Bechtelar II

This ebook might be worthy of a read, and superior to other. It usually does not charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Arch Upton
This was a special teaching describing the secret wisdom about the nature of the universe and of the soul as well as a path to make the journey, through varied phases of spiritual evolution, from In the early period of Ancient Egyptian history, earlier than in any other culture, before the Hindus, Buddhists, Kabbalists and Taoists, there was a teaching of the TREE OF LIFE. Good book for people seeking ancient African spiritual practices. Explain the Kemetic Tree Of Life very well. Aging people who are willing to leave there comfort zone for something different. Eye of the Heart. Average rating: 0 out of 5 stars, based on 0 reviews. Frithjof Schuon, Walmart # 559530548. $11.35. Out of stock. Book Format: Paperback. Paperback. Paperback is out of stock. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12. Qty. Essays covering a wide range of subjects: spiritual symbolism, the afterlife, and more. Specifications. Series Title. This preview shows page 7 - 8 out of 11 pages. metaphysics, cosmology, and spiritual psychology; and the theoretical and practical applications of the feminine principle to the place of both men and women in society. Topics include feminine and masculine as metaphysical and cosmological principles; woman and religious law; woman's role in symbolism, mythology, and literature; and the feminine aspects of the self that both women and men need to develop on the path of achieving spiritual perfection. Previously offered as RLS 426, this course is now offered as RLS 366.